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Abstract 

As the spam problem grew larger, the interest in spam 

filters grew accordingly. As with any new technology, new 

terms were introduced that are used frequently in this 

research work that needs to be explained. We refer to 

email that is not spam as ham. Spam will cost the spammer 

very little to send since most of the cost is absorbed by the 

recipients or by the carriers. Furthermore, sorting out the 

unwanted messages takes time and introduces a risk of 

deleting normal email by mistake. Most of them are 

responsible in eliminating such emails from the recipients’ 

mailbox. Regarding to this problem it seems necessary for 

us to have a good spam filtering system, which is able to 

classify the incoming emails into the mailbox whether it is 

legitimate or spam email. The reduction of dimensionality 

by selecting new attributes which is subset of old attributes 

is known as feature selection. In this paper we not only 

filter spam but also categorize spam. And remove spam 

word or contents from spam mail. And regenerate that 

massage and saved as no spam massage. Blacklists stop 

known spammers eliminate spam sent by spam-bots, decoy 

email boxes alert to new spam attacks, and Bayesian filters 

detect spam and virus attack emails right from the start, 

even before the blacklist is updated. along with the 

bouncing emails created by viruses. In this paper we not 

only filter spam but also categorize spam. And remove 

spam word or contents from spam mail. And regenerate 

that massage and saved as no spam massage was 

successfully. 
 

Keywords- spam filtering, multi-modal features, multiple 

classifier fusion, confidence. 

INTRODUCTION 

As the Internet started to gain popularity in the early 

1990’s, it was quickly recognized as an excellent 

advertising tool. At practically no cost, a person can use 

the Internet to send an email message to thousands of 

people. When this message contains an unsolicited 

Advertisement, it is commonly known as spam. Whether or 

not spam actually benefits the advertiser is not really 

known, but to email users that receive over one hundred 

unwanted emails a day, the problem is serious. 

Spam officially called unsolicited bulk email or unsolicited 

commercial email, which is rapidly becoming a major 

problem on the Internet. It is an attempt to deliver a 

message, over the Internet, to someone who would not 

otherwise to receive it. These junk emails may contain 

various types of message such as commercial advertising, 

quick rich scheme, pornography, doubtful product, illegal 

service or viruses. It is a direct email message, which 

targets individual email addresses by stealing the addresses 

from internet mailing list or searching the webs for 

addresses. Email spamming problem will become worse if 

the spam recipients reply to the spam sender, whereby 

caused their address available to be attacked by other 

spammers. As a result, the recipients will receive many 

spam messages in their mailbox. Email users fight back 

against the spammers by trying to avoid having to read 

spam. If a user knows ahead of time which emails are 

spams and which are not, they can waste less time reading 

and deleting advertisements. Programs known as spam 

filters are employed to assist the user in deciding if an 

email is worth reading or not. 

 

This research presents an analysis of spam filters, 

including a look into the history of spam, to help 

understand how this problem was started. In this paper, 

spam filters are discussed on a conceptual level and 

various common algorithms are described. This discussion 

leads into descriptions of actual spam filtering software 

available and how they work. The meat of this research is 

the analysis. Our main goal was to provide a comparison 

between the widely-used rule-based filter, Spam Assassin, 

and the relatively new learning filter. We wanted to see 

which filter worked better under different conditions on 

email from several users. The email we tested came from a 

wide variety of users, including computer science students 

and employees at a small company. 

 

Our other analysis includes a brief look into the 

effectiveness of white lists and blacklists. It is important to 

keep in mind that the field of filtering spam, like most 

computer-related fields, is a rapidly changing one. The 

filters analyzed were the best ones available at the time this 

project was started. Improvements to both filters used here 
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were made during the time the analysis was being 

performed. While the filters have improved, the concepts 

behind them remain the same. 

That same idea would happen to the Internet if large scale 

inappropriate postings were allowed. You could not pick the 

real postings out from the spam. But, what is difference 

between spam and legitimate emails? We can consider an 

email as spam if it has the following features: 

 Unsolicited. The receiver is not interested in 

receiving the information. 

 Unknown sender. The receiver does not know and 

has no link with the sender. 

 Massive. The email has been sent to a large amount 

of addresses. 

 

As a final remark, spam is not only dangerous or a waste of 

time, but it can be quite disturbing. Receiving unsolicited 

messages is a privacy violation, and often forces the user to 

see strongly unwanted material, including pornography. 

There is not a way to quantify this damage in terms of 

money, but no doubt it is far from negligible.. Filtering spam 

is a task of increased applicative interest that lies at cross 

roads between filtering and generic classification. In fact it 

has the dynamic character of other filtering applications 

such as email filtering, and it cuts across different topics, as 

genre classification. Several attempts some of them quite 

successful have been made at applying standard text 

classification techniques to spam filtering for applications 

involving either personal mail[4]or mailing lists[5].One of 

the problems of spam filtering is unavailability of negative 

training messages. A software maker wishing to customize 

its spam filter for a particular client needs training examples, 

while positive ones (i.e. spam messages) are not had to 

collect in large quantities, negative ones (i.e. legitimate 

messages) even to someone even to someone who is going 

to use these messages. Here we have to use the machine 

learning methods that do not use negative training examples. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper they investigate artificial neural networks as 

the machine learning algorithm to operate in such an 

environment, owing to their ability to learn a complex and 

nonlinear function even with little prior knowledge about 

the underlying true function [1]. Two types of adversarial 

attacks are investigated: targeted attacks, which are aimed at 

a specific group of instances, and random attacks, which are 

aimed at arbitrary instances. We hypothesize that a neural 

ensemble performs better than a single neural network in 

adversarial learning. We test this hypothesis using simulated 

adversarial attacks, based on artificial, UCI and spam data 

sets. The results. demonstrate that an ensemble of neural 

networks trained on attacked data is more robust against 

both types of attack than a single network. While many 

papers have demonstrated that an ensemble of neural 

networks is more robust against noise than a single network, 

the significance of the current work lies in the fact that 

targeted attacks are not white noise. 

 

Text Filtering 

Text filtering is the activity of classifying a stream of 

incoming documents dispatched in an asynchronous way by 

an information producer to an information. A typical case is 

a news feed filter [6], where the producer is a news agency 

and the consumer is a newspaper. In this case, the filtering 

system should block the delivery of the documents the 

consumer is likely not interested. Similarly, an e-mail filter 

might be trained to discard “junk” mail [7] and further 

classify non junk mail into topical categories of interest to 

the user. A filtering system may be installed at the producer 

end, in which case it must route the documents to the 

interested consumers only, or at the consumer end, in which 

case it must block the delivery of documents deemed 

uninteresting to the consumer. 

PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

Short words form 

SMS (short message service), user uses the short form due 

to the limitation of the message size, spammers start using 

the short forms to confuse the spam engines. According to 

[2], a few companies create SMS translation software. This 

new SMS traditions have initiated several websites they 

offered SMS translation services through direct word to 

word matching. Moreover, cooperation was encouraged 

among service providers and translation companies. As far 

as we know, researches are yet to be done on translating the 

short words form into long forms for the purpose of 

overcoming the problem of confusing the anti-spam engine. 

For instance, the word ROFL, is meaningless for the spam 

engine, while it actually means “Rolling on the floor 

laughing”. According to [3], they publish more than 1300 

abbreviations. As can be noticed from Table 1, the short 

form of the word is a new challenge to the anti-spam. 

 

S. No Symbols Short massage 

1. 4EAE Forever and ever 

2. ?4U I have a question for you 

3. 2NTE Tonight 

4. 2MOR Tomorrow 

5. 2MI Too much information 

6. 2EZ Too easy 

7. 143 I love you 

8. ROFL Rolling on the floor laughing 

 

Table1. Short massage service type of word 
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Feature extraction 

The first step in document classification process is feature 

extraction. This task (that is, features extraction) has an 

important influence on the learning process. Thus, the 

sentences from the training document will be extracted. The 

main goal of doing the feature extraction is to decrease the 

dimension column from management information problem. 

On the other hand, the extraction process could also 

improve the accuracy of the classification execution. The 

result of this list is called “The Dictionary”. The most 

popular methods that are usually used to reduce the 

dimension list number are stop word removal and word 

stemming. 

Regular expressions 

In computing, regular expressions provide a brief and 

flexible means for text strings matching, such as character, 

characters, patterns of characters or words. Regular 

expression is written in a formal language that can be 

interpreted by a regular expression processor, that is, a 

program that either serves to examine text or a parser 

generator to identify the parts that match a particular 

specification that is provided. The following examples 

demonstrate a few specifications that can be expressed in a 

regular expression: 

1. The character "car" can be seen in any context, such 

as "car", "career ", or "carrageen". 

2. The word "car", when it appears as an isolated word. 

3. The word "car" when preceded by the word "blue" 

or "red".  

4. A dollar sign immediately followed by one or more 

digits, and then optionally a period and exactly two 

more digits (for example "$9.81", or "$10,00,000"). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Snap Shot of Spam Data Finder 

 

Stop word removal 

The first step in the extraction of the feature process is stop 

word removal. This function works by detecting the stop 

word; however, stop words consist of unused words that are 

included in the text, which appear in approximately 5% of 

the documents. According to several researches, there is a 

short list of common words such as 

 

1. Articles such as “a, an, the” 

2. Prepositions such as “or, and” 

3. Number and dates 

4. Word that shows connectivity (and, but, because). 

 

Removing these words will save spaces in order to store the 

contents of the document and reduce the search process 

time. As was previously mentioned, stop words are based on 

word frequency. For instance, here are some common words 

which are included in the stop word list Table 2. According 

to many researches, there are other tens of stop words which 

can also be excluded at this stage. The study’s system is 

flexible in adding and removing more stop words. Thus, it is 

recommended that the stop words and the short words form 

should be studied linguistically. 

 

 

cannot myself than 

here that's we'd 

Yours could here's 

No that we'll 

yourself couldn't hers 

nor yourselves we're 

 

Table 2. Sample of stop words. 

 

 
 

Fig 2 Snap Shot of Naive Bayes Classification 

 

Tokenization 

A typical tokenization would count the occurrence of the 

words appearing in the email and would decompose the 

words by locating the spaces and other punctuation signals 

that separates the words. The statistical spam filters need a 

previous tokenization stage where the original message is 
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transformed into a set of features describing the main 

characteristics of the email Tokenization attacks are 

conceived to attack this part of the filter, trying to avoid the 

correct recognition of spammy words by means of inserting 

spaces or other typical word delimiters inside the words. A 

typical example for avoiding the recognition of the word 

“VIAGRA” would be separating the letters in this way “VI. 

A:G-R_A”. The user would easily recognize the word 

“VIAGRA” but many filters would tokenize the word into 

multiple letters that do not represent the real content of the 

email. Algorithm  

 

Naive Bayesian 

Spam filtering is the best known use of naive Bayesian text 

classification it makes use of NB Classification to identify 

spam  email. Bayesian spam filtering is a very powerful 

techniques for dealing with spam. It is supervised learning 

method as well as a statistical method for classification. 

Naive Bayesian text classification is fast ,accurate, simple 

and easy to implement 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS   

Spam filtering by Compression 

Compression has recently emerged as a new paradigm for 

Text Classification in general and for spam filtering in 

particular. Compression demonstrates high performance in 

Text Categorization problems in which classification 

depends on non-word features of a document, such as 

punctuation, word stems, and features spanning more than 

one word, like dialect identification and authorship 

attribution. In the case of spam filtering, they have 

emerged as the top performers in competitive evaluations 

like TREC  

 

Spam Filters Evaluation 

Classifier system evaluation is a critical point: no progress 

may be expected if there is not a way to assess it. Standard 

metrics, collections and procedures are required, which 

allow cross-comparison of research works.  

The Machine Learning community has well established 

evaluation methods, but they have been adapted and 

improved when facing what is probably the main difficulty 

in spam filtering: the problem of asymmetric 

misclassification costs. The fact that a false positive (a 

legitimate message classified as spam) is much more 

damaging than a false negative (a spam classified as 

legitimate) implies that evaluation metrics must attribute 

bigger weights to worse errors, Scientific evaluations have 

well defined procedures, consolidated metrics, and public 

test collections that make cross-comparison of results 

relatively easy. 

 

The basis of scientific experiments is that they have to be 

reproducible. There are a number of industrial evaluations, 

performed by the filter vendors themselves and typically 

presented in their white papers, and more interestingly, 

those performed by specialized computer magazines.  

For instance, in the anti-spam appliances are The 

limitations of industrial evaluations include self-defined 

criteria, private test collections, and self-defined 

performance metrics. In consequence, we focus on 

scientific evaluations in this chapter. The main issues in the 

evaluation of spam filters are the test collections, the 

running procedure, and the evaluation metrics. We discuss 

these issues in the next subsections, with special attention 

to what we consider a real and accurate standard in current 

spam filter evaluation, the TREC spam Track competition. 

 

Whitelists and Blacklists 

Our tests showed that whitelists and blacklists are not 

effective when used alone. Combining them with other 

filters, however, should yield different results. Assuming 

that no addresses are whitelisted or blacklisted incorrectly, 

these lists can only improve the accuracy of a spam filter. 

For example, a user has a filter setup where any email from 

a user on their whitelist always gets placed in their inbox. 

Similarly, any email from a user on their blacklist is, 

delivered to a spam mailbox.  

 

Any email which is not on either list is sent on to a filter 

like Spam. Based on our data, 30% to 40% of a user’s ham 

and 70% to 80% of a user’s spam would not be on either 

list, and would be sent to this filter. This technique reduces 

the number of emails that the filter has to look at. 

Assuming that every email found on the whitelist or 

blacklist is placed correctly, the accuracy of the overall 

system is improved over using just the filter alone (with no 

lists). 

 

 
 

Fig 3 Comparing different type of spam from email 
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we are taken 200 emails from 20 different users for 

identifying of spam. In this research we have taken six 

different type of spam identifier of spam. We found 

Permanent Spam type of spam maximum found and short 

words type spam minimum found. 

 

S. 

No 
Type of Spam 

Spam 

Found 

Remove 

Spam   

1 Temp Spam 31 28 

2 Permanent Spam 73 7 

3 Tokenization 23 17 

4 Regular expressions 24 12 

5 Stop word 36 30 

6 Short words 13 12 

 

Table 3. Comparing different type of spam and remove 

spam word from email. 

 

In table 3 we are taken 200 emails from 20 different users 

for identifying of spam and removed it. We found temp 

Spam, stop word, and sort words type of spam maximum 

filtering and removing of spam and permanent type of 

spam minimum removing of spam’s data. 

 

 
 

Fig 4 Comparing different type of spam and remove spam 

word from email. 

 

Spam filtering is an instance of a more general text 

classification task named Text Categorization. Text 

Categorization is the assignment of text documents to a set of 

predefined classes. It is important to note that the classes are 

pre-existent, instead of being generated on the fly (what 

corresponds to the task of Text Clustering). The main 

application of text categorization is the assignment of subject 

classes to text documents. Subject classes can be Web 

directory categories like IP address, personal email folders, 

etc. The documents may be Web sites or pages, books, 

scientific articles, news items, email messages, etc. Text 

Categorization can be done manually or automatically.  

 

The increasing availability of tagged data has allowed the 

application of Machine Learning methods to the task. Instead 

of hand classifying the documents, or manually building a 

classification system, it is possible to automatically build a 

classifier by using a Machine Learning algorithm on a 

collection of hand-classified documents suitably represented. 

The administrator or the expert does not have to write the 

filter, but let the algorithm learn the documents properties 

that make them suitable for each class. This way, the 

traditional expert system “knowledge acquisition bottleneck” 

is alleviated, as the expert can keep on doing what he or she 

does best (that is, in fact, classifying), and the system will be 

learning from his decisions. 

ALGORITHM 

Database preparing 

   Set Training mode 

         Training System 

Classification 

       Detecting stop word spam 

       Detecting short massage  

       Detecting blacklist Domain Name 

      Detecting IPs  from database 

If spam detected then 

       Verifying spam 

       Create new file  

      Identify type of span 

         If temp spam than 

             Certify as spam  

            Remove temp spam word 

            Else 

              Send in spam folder 

            Exit 

    Else 

    Certify as non spam mail 

   Exit 

CONCLUSION 

Spam is an ever growing menace that can be very harmful In 

this Paper we proposed a new algorithm to filter spam and 

evaluated its performance using multiple data collections. 

Luckily, systems based on machine learning algorithms allow 

the system to learn adapt to new treats, reacting to 

countermeasures used by spammers. Recent competitions in 

spam filtering have shown that actual systems can filter out 

most of the spam, and new approaches like those based on 

compression can achieve high accuracy ratios. Spammers 

have designed new and refined attacks that hit one of the 

critical steps in every learning method the tokenization 

process, but compression based filters have been very 

resistant to this kind of attack.  the best results in spam 

filtering could be achieved by a combination of methods: 

Blacklists stop known spammers eliminate spam sent by 

spam-bots, decoy email boxes alert to new spam attacks, and 

Bayesian filters detect spam and virus attack emails right 

from the start, even before the blacklist is updated. along with 
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the bouncing emails created by viruses. In this paper we not 

only filter spam but also categorize spam. And remove spam 

word or contents from spam mail. And regenerate that 

massage and saved as no spam massage was successfully. 

 

In Future Determine the effects of having a site-wide spam 

corpus, along with individual ham corpora for each user. 

Spam filtering is a rapidly growing area of research, and we 

believe that any future work should attempt to analyze the 

state of the art in filters. For this research work, we tested 

bayesian filters because they were new and mostly untested.  
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